X. Writing table now laureate's legacy to JMU
By TIM WALSH
Although Sidney Lanier died
in 1881, the renowned poet left
a valuable legacy for James
Madison University.
A small writing table, which
he used while composing at
least two of his later works,
was
presented
to
the
university several years ago,

and last week became a part
of the Sawhill Gallery
collection.
The "most eminent poet the
South ever produced," in the
words of Horace Burr, JMU's
Curator of Fine Arts, Lanier
spent his last three summers
in the Shenandoah Valley.
During these visits, Lanier

served as poet-in-residence at
Hopkins Springs, often called
Rockingham Springs and now
the site of Massanutten resort.
It was there that he received
the pine writing table.
A native Georgian, Lanier
first travelled here trom
Macon, Ga., in 1879 with his
wife and four sons. Hopkins

Springs, one of the most
fashionable and stately lodges
in
post-Reconstruction
Virginia, staged a medieval
celebration called "Riding for
the Rings" that delighted
Lanier. A poetic speech,
"Charge to the Knights",
written to open one of these
annual tournaments, is

considered one of his most
lyrical works, Burr said, and
was penned on the table now
owned by JMU.
Gerard Hopkins, owner of
Hopkins Springs, gave the
table to Lanier in 1879 in hopes
of having a famous literary
work produced at his resort.
Continued on Page 6
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Freshmen, transfers
begin campus visits

A medieval melodrama
Revisiting the sport of Kings
By GINA GARERI
"Charge, Sir Knight!" Silence. Then the
sound of galloping hooves, the click of metal
as the ring is speared, and cheers from the
crowd acknowledging the rider's skill.
Those were the sounds accompanying the
first National Hall of Fame Jousting
Tournament held at Natural Chimneys
Regional Park Saturday.
Modern jousting originates from the
medieval sport in which two knights,
heavily weighted with armor and armed
with lances, attempted to knock each other
from their mounts
Modern jousting has eliminated the
combat element and substituted an 80-yard
straight track with three rings suspended

separately from wooden "archways." The
rings are almost seven feet above ground
and their sizes range from one-quarter to
one-and-one-quarter inches, depending on
the riding class and settlement of ties.
The most rings speared in two rounds
determines the winner. In deciding ties the
ring sizes are reduced and the joust
continues until a rider again spears the most
in two rounds.
The Natural Chimneys tournament was
conducted in honor of the park's selection as
the home of the National Jousting Hall of
Fame.
The park was selected as the site because
it is the location of the oldest continuous
Continued on Page I

ByCHARLESGRADY
Getting time off from work in the summer, filling out the
impossible forms, wandering among the strange buildings and
unfamiliar faces — that was orientation.
If you think it was a hassle for you, imagine what it must be
for Dr. Elizabeth Finlayson, the person who has been in charge
of James Madison University's orientation program for the
past seven years.
This summer she will organize nine different orientation
periods, the first starting June 25 and the last ending July 23.
There will be six regular sessions for freshmen, two regular
sessions for transfers, and a special one-day session for
transfers.
Usually there are about 250 students in each session. Of the
approximately 2,250 students planning to attend JMU next fall,
20 percent may be from out of state.
Since JMU is a state-supported school, state regulation
prohibits the university from accepting more than 20 percent
out-of-state students, thus many must be turned away.
The main reason so many out-of-state people want to attend
JMU is the cost. For many students it is cheaper to go to school
here than it is to attend a school in their own state, Finlayson
said.
People from the north lead the out-of-state list. Maryland
has the most incoming students with 174, New Jersey has 54,
New York 46, and Delaware 19.
Realizing that these transfer students nave different needs
than incoming freshmen has been the key to developing what
Finlayson calls a "very successful program."
At one time freshmen and transfers were given their
introduction to the school at the same time. Finlayson then
realized that the transfers needed to have their own identity.
Transfers have different concerns, Finlayson said. They
don't need freshman advisors because they have completed
most of their general studies requirements. Instead, they need
departmental advisors who can orient them to their specific
programs.
This year the orientation program has taken a tentative step
toward establishing a one-day session for transfer students.
The experimental one-day session will be for local transfer
students on July 23. It will be the last session and primarily for
transfer students who have already obtained off-campus
housing.
There are many advantages to the summer orientation
program, such as being able to pre-register, Finlayson said.
Also, it gives new students an opportunity to see the campus
and meet many of its important administrators, including
President Ronald Carrier, the vice-presidents and department
heads.
There are many advantages to the summer orientation
program, such as being able to pre-register, Finlayson said.
Also, it gives new students an opportunity to see the campus
and meet many of its important administrators, including
President Ronald Carrier, the vice-presidents and department
heads.
The students are introduced to JMU's programs and
policies, and see an advisor to plan their fall programs.
Parents of the orientation students have a separate
program. They can attend such things as an evening at the
JMU dinner theatre or view a show at the planetarium.
Summer attendance is good for the sessions, usually more
than 95 percent, Finlayson said. For those who can't make it,
due to travel problems or illness, there is a one-day orientation
Aug. 27. Students attending this orientation are the last to
register during regular registration, a fate no new student
deserves.
The sign of a successful program is one "that makes the
students comfortable and prepared for what is expected of
them at JMU," Finlayson said.
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administrators approved
by JMU Board of Visitors
By ANGELA ADKINS
Five new administrative
appointments were made by
the Board of Visitors in May.
The board endorsed the
University's selection of Dr.
Michael Wartell as dean of the
College of Letters and
Sciences; Dr. Carl Harter as
head of the Department of
Sociology, Anthropology and
Social Work; Dr. Marcia Dake
as head of a new four-year
degree nursing program to
begin in 1980; Dr. Rex Fuller
as head of the Department of
Communication Arts; and Dr.
Diane Spresser as head of the
Department of Mathematics
ana Computer Science.
Wartell, currently dean of
the School of Natural Sciences
and Mathematics at Slippery
Rock State College in
Pennsylvania, replaces Dr.
John Sweigart who will return
to full-time teaching in the
philosophy department here.
Since he has not had much
time to assess the University,
Wartell will spend his first few
months here observing, he
said.
"One of the reasons I chose
this school is because of its
many strong points," said
Wartell. "There seems to be a
great deal of excitement here.

I clandestinely walked around
and talked to students. They
seem to be excited about what
they're doing here."
Fuller wants to develop an
"intellectually rigorous"
communication arts
department, which also will
involve the students in more
practical applications.
"We want to strengthen our
program, especially through
internships. We are not so
much trying to start new
things, but refine our present
program," he said. Fuller
served as acting head of the
communication arts
department last year.
Spresser, who served as
acting head of the department
of mathematics and computer
science last year, sees herself
as the catalyst to make
changes, the department
would like to see.
The department, name
change to include computer
science shows a great deal of
department and student
interest in the computer
science program," Spresser
said.
Harter is now an associate
sociology professor at Tulane
University in New Orleans,
La. and Dake is currently the

Midway Specials
For Fri, Sat, & Sun.

director
of
program
development for nursing and
health services of the
American Red Cross in
Washington, D.C.

udweiser 16 oz. 2.39
Old Mil
12 oz. 1.79

BLUE
MOUNTAIN
ALBUM SALE
Entire Stock On Sale
List
7.98
8.98
9.98

Sale
4.99
5.79
6.99

List
11.98
12.98
13.98

Sale
7.99
9.29
9.99

Sale Begins Friday
6:00 pm - till 9:00

Saturday
Old Mil
12'oz.
1.59
R.C. Cola 16oz.8pack 1.09
Gallo Wines
3.49mag.

RBGORPS

till 6:00

Red Rose
PinkChablis
Chablis Blanc
Dr. Pepper 8-Pack

16oz. 1.09&dep

Showboat Pork-n-Beans 14.5oz. 5/$1.00
Armor Potted Meat

3oz.4/$1.00

Armor Vienna Sausage

5oz.2/$J.OO

WISE Potato Chips
YUKON Club Drink

7.5oz.69*
12oz.6/99*

Morton Fried Chicken

21b./$2.19

KitehenTreat pot pies

6oz.5/$1.00

Lettuce
Limes
Cherry Tomatoes

3heads/$1.00
10'each
59'pt.

$2.59
21b. All Meat Franks
$1.59
lib. Smith Diner Franks
Whole Boneless Top SerloinButts$2.39
Boneless Top Serloin Steak
2.89
lib. Ann Page Bacon
$1.09

At BONANZA we've got for free what the others make you pay for
Like all the soup and salad you can eat at no extra charge. Sour cream,
bacos, and croutons at no extra charge. And free drink refills on soft
drinks and coffee. Try us and you'll see why at BONANZA we want
you to come hungry and come back.

DISCOVER BONANZA
829 E. Market St.
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Dead III
already
on way
By MICHAEL DUBUS
The Dead are back. Not
Garcia and the gang, but the
REAL dead. Those intestinegobbling zombies from Night
of the Living Dead are here
again, and they might as well
be in the street on your block.
In the sequel. Dawn of the
Dead, they've trapped the
final survivors in a shopping
mall, and are giving 'em one
heck of a rough time.
There are only four normal

Movie review
folks left: a nurse, a black
cop, a S.W.A.T. man, and a
copter pilot; and they've
barricaded themselves in a
mall full of white-faced, googoo-eyed dead folks. These
dead folks are clumsy and
slapstick, but they need living
people to tear apart and suck
on. Now the fun part is, these
four survivors have every
weapon possible at their
disposal, and they seem to
enjoy using them on the
zombies. They've got the
newest guns, the sharpest
knives, the fastest cars, and
enough enthusiasm to really
do a job.
Before Dawn of the Dead is
over, there's plenty of
cannibalism, decapitations,
maiming and abuse. But don't
worry, these corpses deserve
it They're supposed to be in
hell, only there's no more
room so they're on earth,
hanging out at shopping
malls.
Actually, there's more to it
than that, but it is a comical
movie.
George A. Romero has
updated his Night of the
Living Dead cult classic into a
numbing,
relentless
slaughter. The violence
doesn't let up from start to
finish, and it's so graphic the
film doesn't have a rating.
(When given the list of cuts
he'd have to make to get an
"R" rating, Romero decided
to forego the rating process
and release it independently.)
This violence shouldn't deter
anyone from seeing the film
though, it is a genuinely funny
social commentary of the
seventies.
In the bright sparkling mall,
Romero's
"temple
of
American consumerism", a
fantastic moral tale is
presented. The four survivors
behave differently, and each
receives his just reward. The
cop and the nurse keep a hint
of their restraint and don't
abuse the poor zombies too
much. They just loot J.C.
Penney's like any good
American would.
But the S.W.A.T. man and
the pilot are different. They're
enjoying all this havoc and
head-busting, so they must go.
Both are eventually halfeaten, only to return as
zombies and be shot in the
head.
The other two escape, but
they're not safe yet. See, this
piece of trash is supposed to
make so much money, they're
already planning Dead III. So
think twice the next time you
go to Valley Mall, these
zombies are getting worse
every time.

Patti Smith sound slick and clean
By MICHAEL DUBUS
The Patti Smith Group's
fourth effort. Wave presents a
continuation of the musical
changes that began with last
year's album, Easter. The
sound is slick and clean, and
sweetened with overdubbed
harmonies and synthesizers.
Smith, a former New Jersey
poet and rock critic who
decided to form her own band,
was a leader of rock's New
Wave. Her first LP. 1974's
Horses,
was
critically
acclaimed and established
Smith as one of the only
innovative figures to emerge
in this decade. Her group was
young
and
basic,
but
possessed the right qualities
for a punk band: energy,
enthusiasm, and the right
influences.
At times the
music sounded like the Stones
or Hendrix, but mostly
recalled the early Who.
The group's second album
was a disappontment to fans
and critics alike.
Radio
Ethiopia
was
too
experimental and full of
toying with Hendrix-style
feedback. Easter, the next
LP, was her most popular and
conventional work.
A bit
single, "Because of the
Night" helped expose her to
new audiences and reflected a
tamer,, more mainstream
approach to her music.
This approach is refined on
Wave. It becomes apparent on
the first cut, "Frederick," a
love song with Tod Rungren's
full blown production that is
obviously the follow-up to
"Because the Night." The

music is smooth, melodic, and
full
of
hooks.
Although some of the songs
still recall Smith's early work,
the group has begun to
change. Their former three
chord attack of maximum
drive and minimal leads has
evolved into a fuller, richer
sound. Lead guitarist Lenny
Kaye makes his debut on
autoharp,
and
Smith
dedicates the album to "my
clarinet teacher, Fred Sonic
Smith,"
Smith's lyrics are also more
subdued. Although still as
radical as ever, with songs of
an alienated America like
"Broken Flag" and "Citizen
Ship," Smith seems less
frantic on Wave. The title
track is a spoken lament to a

Hereafter, The Breeze will
be published on Wednesdays
for the summer session.
Letters and correspondence
may seat to The Breeze,
Department
of
Communication Arts, WinePrice Building.
We encourage letters to the
editor oa topics dealing with
James Madison University's
campus and community. All
letters most be signed, typed
and inclade the author's
address and phone number.
Letters and other material are
edited at the discretion of the
editor.
Comments and complaints
should be directed to the
editor.of The Breeze.

lost father, accompanied by
noises and sounds of city life.
"Hymn" is a pointless,
acoustic ditty that Smith calls
"a song to sing to sleep."
The best cuts bring the
group's brutal beginnings to
mind. On the Byrds' "So you
want to be (a Rock and Roll
star)," the group toughens up
again and delivers a blistering
version. Lenny Kaye has
improved immensely on
guitar, and the entire band is
as' tight as ever. The best
song, "Dancing Barefoot," is
a haunting rocker that
immediately grabs the
listener. Smith again recites
poetry beneath a din of
electric guitars, and in the
chorus teasingly juxtaposes
heroin
and
heroine.

I'm dancing barefoot
heading for a spin
some strange music
drives me in
makes me come on
like some heroin.
Although
the
new
directions the Patti Smith
Group is taking could lead to a
larger following, they also
seem to be drawing the
urgency and power out of her
music.
With the music
business in its present mess of
docile, predictable product, a
Patti Smith Group is needed
for her unique vision and
readiness to try something
different. Hopefully, she and
her group will continue to
evolve but retain sight of their
New Wave roots.
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* Jousting
(Continued from Page I)
jousting tournament in the United States.
The tournament began there in 1821 and is
traditionally held the third Saturday in
August every year.
For most of the spectators, however,
visiting the Hall of Fame was secondary to
watching the tournament.
Saturday, more than 93 riders were
divided among four classes: novice,
amateur,
semi-professional
and
professional. Except for the novice riders,
all participants are required to travel the 80yard course in at least eight seconds.
Riders can share the same horse and
lance, which is especially helpful for a
family of competitors that owns only one
horse.
'One could almost hear faint trumpets and
see horses cloaked with the colors of their
knights racing towards an opponent, only to
shudder from the impact of lance meeting
armor. But instead of piercing metal, these
modern riders were spearing small rings,
demonstrating concentration and skill
rather than strength.
The president of the Virginia Jousting
Association, R. Don Floyd, shows skill and
concentration rather than strength. Floyd,
73, rides with an artificial leg and competes
in the semi-professional class.
"I started a little late. Started when I was
48. I didn't take up jousting until 1951
because it just wasn't around," Floyd said.
Each rider has his own style of riding and
holding his lance, but four ways of
anchoring the lance have developed. Most at
the tournament rode with the lance parallel
to the ear and above shoulder, their line of
sight traveling down the rod to the point.
Many jousters match the accuracy of
military marksmen, but their horses are
also a crucial factor.
"Eighty percent is the horse," Floyd said.
"You got to let him run his course. And he's
got to run it true. The horse is really the
main factor."
And the horses there were of all sizes,
colors and temperaments. Some were able

instantly to spin around and bolt into a
gallop from a rider's signal; others were so
high-strung they were difficult to command.
Many horses were so fast at the track's end
that several riders leaned dangerously from
their saddles, trying to balance a seven- foot
lance while the prized rings still spun wildly
at the tip.
, „ ,
The competition continued all afternoon
as the background sounds of people playing
games at booths mingled with the rider's
words of encouragmentand the shrill neighs
of their mounts. Taking their cue from the
vendors selling food and refreshments,
horses swiped at the tree leaves at the end of
their runs, pulling down a snack between
rounds.
The competitors were a cross-section of
riders with differing ages, sex, builds and
skill. Most were from jousting clubs, many
traveling from Maryland and West Virginia
to compete.
Some had practiced every night in
preparation while one jouster admitted that
"in the case of not practicing, it's a lot of
luck."
For the spectators able to gain a closer
view than the roped-off crowd area, it
seemed much more than luck.
One could almost hear the rider's intake
of breath in anticipation of his turn and then
hear its release at the end of the ride, either
in excitement of a perfect score or in
disappointment of the narrowly-missed
rings.
It had to be more than luck for the rider
who captured all three rings in the
professional class with the fastest
tournament time: 80 yards in 5.1 seconds.
To many it was a step back into time to
see "knights" and "maidens" charging with
lances tilted towards distant pinpoints. To a
few riders, however, contemporary life
gave notice of its presence.
The shortage of gasoline had prevented
several competitors from traveling to the
joust, but as one Maryland champion
said,"Few riders are expected to quit even
with the gas crisis."

ONE OF 93 riders competing in the recent National Hall of
Fame Jousting Tournament demonstrates on-target
accuracy as he charges towards
the suspended
jousting
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BEER
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TUBORG GOLD
Certificate of
Authenticity
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This beer is brewed
to taste the same
as Grfn Tuborg,
the largest selling
Tuborg in Europe
Brewed to the
exact Danish
formula under
the strict guidance
and approval of
Tuborg Master Brewers
and made from the
finest quality
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JPAU Gets Moon Rocks

LUNAR SAMPLE 72875,6
This Apollo lunar sample (moon rock) was collected by
Astronaut Gene Cernan at the foot of the South Massif onthe
Apollo 17 mission. Thla rock weigh* 128 grams. It tea fragment of i
i the original rock which weighed 3,640 grams when returned to
: earth. The sample Is a breccia. Lunar highland breccias are vory j
| old (about 3,900,000,000 years), older than 99.99% of all earth ,
i surface rocks. Scientific research Is being conducted on the bal- i
| anceofthls sample at NASA's Johnson Spec* Center and at other j
j research centers In the United States and certain foreign nmttona .
i under a continuing program of Investigation Involvfng lunar |
samples collected during the Apollo Program.
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By TKKKSA CAVINESS
Moon rocks, to most people,
seem as distant and unknown
as the places they come from.
However, through our everincreasing technology fw the
past 15 years, geologists have
been able to study some of the
"highland breccia" of those
areas.
To most students and
faculty here, this term is
probably unknown.
Highland breccia is the
scientific name for a
specimen of rock from the
mountainous region of the
moon. Some of these rocks
were on display here in Miller
Hall last week along with
meteorite samples.
In cooperation with the
Smithsonian Institution in
Washington, DC. and NASA
Langley Research Center in
Hampton, Va., the James
Madison University Geology
department was able to obtain
several specimens of moon
rocks and meteorites on
temporary loan.
The specimens are very old,
according
to
Howard
Campbell, a geology professor
here who prepared the
display. The moon rocks date
back about four billion years
and are "older than any earth
rock we've been able to date,"
Campbell said.
.3, The display contained
samples of all of the materials
that have been found on the
moon. The meteorite samples,
which are older than the moon
rocks, were discovered at
different locations on earth.
Among the specimens in the
display are samples of rocks
found by Campbell in Meteor
Crater, Arizona. Campbell
found these while attending a
conference
there
for
geologists working with the
structural make-up of other
planets.

Included in the display is a
slab of the Staunton iron
meteorite which has been
etched and polished to show
its internal structure. This
meteorite was found in the
1800's.
One of the meteorites on
loan from the Smithsonian
was found last January by
Steve Kite, a member of the
Geology department here.
Kite discovered the
Purgatory
Peak
iron
meteorite in Antartica during
an expedition for the
Smithsonian.
A safety precaution being
taken to guard the specimens

is locking the moon rocks in a
safe.
This, according to
Campbell, is part of the
regulations set forth by NASA
before the rocks can be
borrowed.
As part of the JMU Vacation
College, Campbell taught a
class dealing with moon rocks
and meteorites Thursday.
Campbell recently attended
the NASA Planetary Geology
Principal Investigators
Conference in Providence,
Rhode Island. He will be
teaching a course in planetary
geology the second semester
of the 1979-80 academic year.
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* Writing table
(Continued from Page I)
When the poet died, the table
remained in Laniers's room at
Hopkins Springs, and was
eventually inherited by Helen
Hopkins, the innkeeper's
granddaughter. She attended
Madison College and was a

member of the Lanier Society,
a social club named for the
poetic Georgian.
The table was then given to
Madison by Helen Hopkins,
probably during the 1950's. It
was stored inconspicuously in
the basement of Madison

Memorial Library, except
briefly while on loan to a small
Harrisonburg museum, until
Burr rescued it last week.
The simple table is almost
Hepplewhite in style, having
tapered legs, and was
probably made about 1825,
according to Burr. Besides a
coat of varnish and a small
metal plaque identifying the
three-foot-high piece as once
belonging to Sidney Lanier,
the pine table has been
virtually unchanged since the
19th century. Four lines of
indecipherable French poetry
appear in the small drawer,
but Burr could not guess the
origin of the mysterious
script.
Although, many JMU
students have never heard of
Lanier, a fact Burr termed
"unfortunate," the curator
was visibly excited about the
discovery.- He hopes to have
the table
prominently
displayed at the JMU library
after the library expansion is
complete.
Besides "Charge to the
Knights," Burr is certain that
at
least
one
other
piece, "Science of English
Verse," was penned on the
table. "A rather outstanding
publication." declared Burr.
It is possible that Lanier wrote
other works at Hopkins
Springs as well.

HORACE
BURR.
JMU
owned by poet Sidney Lanier
Sawhill Gallery collection.

Curator, and the table once
which is now part of JMU's

Lanier died when he was 39,
but received recognition in his
lifetime. Two of his most
famous poems, "The Marshes
of Glynn," and "Song of the
Chattahoochee" are often
compared to works of Keats
and Shelley because of their
superb lyrical quality, Bunsaid. Lanier's poems appear
in most American literature
anthologies.
His talent was not limited to
writing, however.
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"He was a very fine
musician as well as being the
top poet the South ever
created," Burr said. He
played first flute in the
Peabody Institute Orchestra,
and was a master at the guitar
and banjo. He also sketched
extremely well. A most
amazing Renaissance man.
Burr said.
Nobility and loyalty were
two of Lanier's finest
attributes, according to Burr.
While a Confederate soldier,
Lanier was captured by Union
men. He could have escaped
by posing as an English
officer but he refused on
gounds he would by forsaking
his allegiance.
Lanier also refused a

promotion during the War
Between the States so he could
continue to look after his
younger brother, Clifton, who
had
just
joined
the
Confederate Army.
"He had that old southern
courtliness and gentility, and
was a man of great charm and
artistic ability. He raised his
sons with great love and
affection," Burr said.
Madison College did not
exist during Lanier's lifetime,
but the poet has enriched the
heritage of the university.
Thanks to the donation by
an alumnus, Burr said
proudly,
while
"the
University of Virginia has Poe
(Edgar Allan was a student
there), we now have Lanier."

Weriw't 7-Day Market
"ThthrtytakMtSlf
ftlHritWIitCtltr"
ttS S. Ni|h St. N ota ry Strict 434-6S9S
Michelob
6pk2.19
BuschPrem "New Light & Smooth" 1.99
Old Mill 8B Schlitz Party Pac
3.79
Schaefer "America's Oldest Brew" 1.49|
Blue Ribbon
Case 24 6.99
Blue Ribbon Red&White&Blue
1.49
Blue Ribbon Light
70call.89
Schlitz New 8oz Cans
1.39
Heineken Import Light & Dark
3.69
Olympia "Artesian Water"
6pk2.88
Lowenbrau German Imp Party Pac 1.99
"Save With Returnable Longnecks"
Blue Ribbon 8B Old Mill
Case 24" 5.99
Falstaff Premium
i2oz Case 24 5.49
Budweiser & New Busch Case 24 6.99
Miller-Schlitz-Stroh's 24
699
"Little Wine Cellar"
LuigiPomponi Red 8B White 50.7 3.99
PaulMassonRose-Burg-Chablis 3.99
GoodMonkLiebfraumilch Import 2.69
Girelli Lambrusco Vino Italian Imp 2.19
RiuniteLambrusco Rose-White
Z89
GalloRheingarden-Vin Rose Chianti
1.5 Its. 2.69
T.J.Swann All Flavors (5)
1.69
Picnic and Party Keg Specials
Truckload Sale Photo Finishing Color
andB&WSave30
Percent Discount
Cigarettes All Brands Carton
3.f9
Ice /Cream Shenandoah Pride Vi gal 1.99
MilkShenandoah's P ride 1 gal jug
1.79
Dr. P epper Large 2 L iter Jugs
.99
Eggs "Grade A Extra Large "
Doz. 79
Bread Buttermaid Old Fashion
.49
HotDogsEsskay 8BSmithfield
1.39
Party ICE
Party ICE
Party Snacks&Cheese

Summer:
a time for work
...and play
Photos by Mark Thompson
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Upcoming Events!

■■*■■■**■«*

Tuesday July 3

DIXIE DREGS

in concert

Wilson Hall
8:30 p.m.
Tickets on sale June 18l
11-4 at UPB Box Office
General Admission

$4.00

tf

Grafton/Stovall June 27
7:30 p.m. 50* with ID
The year is 2024...
a future

you'll

probably

•iWiManunron

A pRANK

yABLANS PRESENTATION

A MARTIN RANSOHOfF-FRANK YABLANS PRODUCTION '"THE OTHER SIDE OF MIDNIGHT
A CHARLES JARROTT FILM. s*,.« MARIE-FRANCE PISIER • JOHN BECK • SUSAN SARANDON
RAF VALLONE • Pro*ao * FRANK YABLANS • L«** »<*«, HOWARD W KOCH. JR
omiM h CHARLES JARROTT. scww, » HERMAN RAUCHER « DANIEL TARADASH
a™)**.*™*!*SIDNEY SHELDON . n«»,MICHEL LEGRAND y—«v *']•'.,

R RESTWCTID «»
1 *wm m *m ttmtm

PiMuctiwDB^neJOHN Del
OWMM MUSK >*N M MOIOI PCIUR

'ymaiim momcm cfniurr means

Films Incorporated

Technicolor- ]j

Video Special
May the Farce
Be With You"
ii

Grafton/Stovall
7:30 p.m.
50* with ID
June22

WUU Lounge
June 25,27,28
9-1 la.m.

Races involving Indy-rype OTssurJias ihese was oneof four at the CharfaHe MotorSpeedvvtiy,ate of tte

Can-Am Jam excites racing buffs
Writer treated to southern specialty
By DAN MCNIEL
If one's appeals include rock 'n roll, fast cars, multiple beers,
and the warmth of the southern sun Charlotte (N.C.) Motor
Speedway was the place to be oira Sunday in May.
The event, dubbed the WRET Can-AM Jam, was the kickoff
event of World 600 week which culminated a week later with the
running of one of NASCAR's biggest stock races.
The throng of thousands, coolers in hand, were treated to nine
hours of entertainment for a mere seven dollars from officially
eight different sources.
Actually they were nine if one counts the competition between
members of the area media in go-cart size vehicles that
commenced the day's activities at noon.
My partner and I perched ourselves in the sunny grandstand
and settled back for over four hours of racing around the 2.2S Scurved oval track.

where else could one be supplied
with a variety of entertainment
for 75 cents an hour?
The first race featured a former television star on the pole
position with the fastest qualifying time in his Buddy Holly
special. Kent McCord, co-star of the old "Adam 12" series began
the race in the number one position among the 16 Volkswagen
Rabbits who started the race.
The modified Rabbits reached speeds of 110 m.p.h. and actually
provided more thrills and excitement than any other race.
We had a perfect view of one of the toughest curves on the
course, a sharp turn that proved to be too much for more than one
driver.
McCord failed to make the turn and lost his lead early in the
race before moving up a few places in the latter stages of the
race.
The crowd-pleaser proved to be a small green car which
encountered difficulty every trip around the treacherous point.
Fans roared with delight at the free-wheeling, broad-sliding,
screeching machine whose lock on last place was periodically
interrupted.
But, alas, toward the finish of the 60 mile race our hero rode the
retaining wall on two wheels and landed on its top, to slide no
more. The race was temporarily slowed but the driver had few
injuries other than a small case of wounded spirit.
The next event displayed some of North America's top pro
formula Ford drivers who dashed around the track at increased
speed and noise.
The race also marked the end of our multiples, forcing us to

turn to the best alternative—mulitple food.
The third race gave us a taste of the Old Brickyard in Indiana
with a 60 mile run for Bosch Gold Cup Drivers who pilot smaller
Indy-type cars known as "Super-Vees."
The racing segment ended shortly after five and was followed
by a brief wait while the grounds people prepared for the
onslaught of the masses on to the grass infield.
The climax of the racing portion was the 150 mile Canadian
American (Can-Am) Challenge Cup road race, playing host to a
number of finely tuned machines and international drivers.
The Can-Am was the second in a series of 10 races which are
being sponsored by the First National City Bank of New York.
Speedway officials listed the prize money in excess of 65,000.
Appropriately, two of the Budweiser racing team finished in the
top four with one of the red, king-of-beer bearing roaring in to
victory lane to receive assorted kisses and pats on the back.
The six acres in the middle of the track proved to be ample
room for the racing fans turned concert go-ers who tugged their
dwindling supplies and body from the grandstand. Many chose to
remain in the shaded grandstand which provided a view of the
proceedings on the portable stage in the infield.
Hoyt Axton, a vocalist and songwriter who has appeared on
CBS" "WKRP" and PBS' "Austin City Limits" was the opening of
the Jam segment of the mass entertainment.
Axton played a number of his compositions that were made
popular by other groups, songs such as "Joy to the World",
"Never Been to Spain , and the "No-no Song."
It was in the latter that Axton denied use of an illegal substance
saying, "all it makes you want to do is eat candy bars and watch
TV."
The legendary Chuck Berry, one of the remaining fathers of
rock and roll, was the concert's highlight with a fast-paced
entertaining set which actively involved a lively, raucous
audience. Entering an incredible fourth decade on stage, Berry's
most entertaining number was a sing-a-long of "My Ding-a Ling"
that confused and embarassed some of the female members.
The aging musician played a selection of his old and famous hits
such as "Johnny Be Goode", and "Roll Over Beethoven" before
wrapping up the set by inviting members of the audience to rock
and roll on stage with the band.
Bo Diddley delivered a much shorter, slower, and less
impressive performance, strumming the blues that helped him
achieve stardom in the fifties.
The original Blues Brothers, Sam and Dave closed out the
concert with songs like "Soul Man" which have been made
famous by another pair of brothers from a highly rated network
show.
The duo played before a rapidly thinning crowd, including my
partner and I, leaving as the clock struck nine, facing three and a
half hours from home.
The sun and the Can-Am Jam had faded away, but one was left
with a comforting thought in a world racked by rising costs and
inflation— where else could one be supplied with a variety of
entertainment like the above for 75 cents an hour.

LYNN SMITH

Smith selected
as track coach
Former All-America Lynn
Smith has been named the
James Madison University
women's cross country and
track coach, replacing Flossie
Love who departed after four
years at the helm.
JMU women's athletic
director Dr. Leotus Morrison
announced the appointment of
the native of Wilmington,
N.C, native who is currently
teaching adult physical fitness
classes in Buena Vista, Ga.
Smith gained prior coaching
experience as an assistant at
the University of Tennessee
with additional work at the
high school level.
Smith earned her bachelor's
degree at the University of
Hawaii where she captained
the women's basketball team
and competed in the Women's
National
Track
Championships.
She earned AAU AllAmerica honors in 1975 and
qualified a year later for the
AAU
National
Track
Championships in the 800
meter run.
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Dukes topple Tigers ;
lose in regional finals
By DAVID HERRELL
The 1979 James Madison
University baseball team
ended its season on a
disappointing note, losing in
the finals of the ECAC
Southern Region Tournament
to
George
Washington
University 8-4.
The Dukes, who finished 3113, tuned up for the tourney by
taking two of three from fifth
ranked Clemson May 8-10.
The series began at
Winchester's Bridgeforth
Stadium with the Tigers
breaking open a close 3-1
contest
with
nine-run
explosion in the seventh.
Clemson appeared to be on
their way to their second
straight, ahead 8-3 after four
innings in round two held at J.
^-Ward Long Field.
Reliever Mike Estes came
on in the fifth and limited the
opposition to two runs while
his teammates rallied to pull
out a 11-10 thriller.
Phil Titus' two-run double in
the seventh provided the
winning margin in the Dukes
7-4 win in the rubber game of
the set.
The Dukes had a week off to
prepare for the tournament
held at JMU. The host team
was seeded second behind the
University of Richmond with
G.W. and Catholic University
rounding out the field.

Top seeded Richmond was
knocked out of the double
elimination tournament in the
first day of competition, losing
to Catholic and JMU.
Bob Sica banged four hits
and three runs batted in to
back the piching of Estes who
went the distance in the
Dukes' 11-4 rout of Richmond.
JMU dropped their opening
game to G.W. 8-4 to finish the
day with a 1-1 mark.
The Dukes knocked oncebeaten Catholic out of the
tourney 9-6 the following day
in dramatic fashion. Titus
slammed a two-out three run
home run in the top of the
ninth to snap a 6-6 tie to send
JMU in to the final round for
another
shot
at
G.W,
undefeated in the tournament.
Right hander Joe Carleton
and the Dukes found
themselves in a tight 3-3 duel
until a leaky JMU defense
opened the gates in the sixth.
Two costly errors led to a five
run outburst that carried the
Colonials to the championship
of the tournament.
Titus received post season
honors for his play in center
field, named to the first team
NCAA Eastern Region team.
Titus, a junior transfer from
Anne Arundel Community
College, hit .359, smashed four
home runs to go along with 41
runs batted in

Breeze classifieds
get results

PHIL TITUS tries to avoid a tag during a
game earlier in the season. The JMU center

fielder was named
Region first team.

Women's pro team selects Childress
James
Madison
University's Mendy Childress,
leading scorer for the 1978-79
Duchesses basketball team,
was selected by the Houston
Angels in the Women's
Professional Basketball
League draft June 12.
JMU's second all-time
leading scorer was chosen in
the sixth round by the Angels
who
won
the
first
championship of the infant
league.
Childress led JMU in
scoring the past three years
and established five school
individual scoring records
during the 1978-79 season. The
Lynchburg, Va., native was

named to the Virginia
Association for Intercollegiate
Atheltics
for
Women
(VAIAW) All-State first team.
"I think its great," was
JMU women's basketball
coach Betty Jaynes' response
to Childress's selection. "I
hope this will be an indicator
of the quality of "women's
basketball players here at

JMU and I hope our other
players
will
have
an
opportunity such as this in the
future."
Childress was the second
JMU graduate to be drafted
by a professional basketball
team. 1978 graduate Sherman
Dillard was tabbed by the
Indiana Pacers in the sixth
round last year.

75 cents for 25 words
STOP IN
STOP FOOD STORE' ST 01'I

Catering to JMU's Every Need
Old Mil 6pk bottles
Old Mil Longnecks case
Schlitz 12 oz cans
ALL 12pks

■ ■■•■■■■•■■•■■-ull*l*li>*ntai

1.89
5.99
1.89
3.99

Bud Bush Old Mil Strohs Schlitz
24 Hour Photo Service
Plenty
Ice
Hour,: 6 om
am
u„*
A
r*\A
"
*
Hot & Cold
7 Day* a Week
Sandwiches
1050 S. Main St
Pizzas

OPTIMUS8R22oz.
Self-cleaning stoveA purist's dream now at

20% off

Also 20% off dur
high quality rugged:

• tents
• camping gear
• clothes •sleeping bags
• climbing and Caving gear

of Gas

433 2177*740-1189
PAIKSM
NM

Market Va. 22144

Land
PASSAGES
14 E. Water St, Harrisoaburf
(AeroM From link Racquet)
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DOONESBURY

toy Garry Trudeau

tUBem JUDGE
OFTHAT.STRANGER!
DUKE!
HOLDWR PVTYOURHAUDSUP

\ FIRE.TM
A FRIEND!

UHEREICANSEE

'EM!

J

DUKE, ITS ME! ANDREWS? )OU
YOUR OL'BUS' MEAN, UNIVER-

t*& Assam SAL PETROLEUM
FROMSAMOAJIMANDRmS!

ANDREWS?

AWREUS, A MAN CAPABLE
OFCRBAlTNGA MASSIVE OIL
SHORTAGE BY MAKMA SINGLE
PHONE CALL DOESNOTFLYHALF
MYACP09&THBCOUN1RY1D .
ASK ABOUT TRICKS'f ^

THEN RXGOTTBJ? HOW DOES ONE
YOU
FOFGETA GUTLESS,GOUGING
HAVBNT OIL PUSHER, WHOD TRADE
FORGOT-

TEN!

momoRANPtmeKTo
THE ARABS!

QUITE RIGHT. rilBE

URsa: WHATSYOUR. $m(m

60N6 RATE FOR COM- pSfSi
MIWNGANUNSPEAK.- V^T&F
ABLY DEPRAm? BUT
%£&
HIEHLY

mmonc

STILL BANKING
HBY.CMON, ATGENBWSAVA7 LEAST
INGS AW LOAN,
HERSJNUSES ARBYOU?
CLEARBDUP..

IRBSPECT
YOUTOO
MUCH TO
HA66LE.
^v
1

BUT1D0NT
MRKWITH
ALBANIANS!
AND CHILDREN
ANDPBTSARB

Classifieds
Personals
POPS: Faced with another
week in the ice box, ay Boo? If
worse comes to worse, we can
always switch to another
channel, take a hike, wipe the
whole thing out of our minds.
Beats s.p. with the Big T.,
doesn't it? Here's to Mata and
future celebrations. BNB.
FULLEROUNCE: Help!! A
friend is in need of good
counsel. Write, telegraph, or
better yet, get your - down
here. A high class cat is
running low on kitty power
By the way, small geeks send
their regards.
•ZA BO": Shorley am glaa
y'all decided to remain in
these here parts for a spell.
Whar else ahm Ah goin' to
take all mah problams ey'ry
Wednesday night? Ah still
wants to know what we're
a'goin' to do abouts mah
boredom problam. H-burger
(with cheese).
PHOTOLOW: Hows the mag
business? Into skin yet? I'D
pose. ITALIAN STALLION'S
DAUGHTER

ONLYONEWNG ALL IN GOOD VMS,
MISSING FROM DUKE. THE STAKES

mamAcr, AREHIGHINIHIS
\/W&IS-AW BUSINESS. TM SURE
[MMMNOF YOUflPPREClATETHE
o THE JOB! _ NEEDRXSEOJRITY.

DUKE, MAY I JUST
SAY ON BEHALF OF

TELL ME,
ANDREWS,

THE BOARD OF UNI- DOYOUEVER
IMRSAL PETROLEUM
TIREOF
\ HHIGLADWBARE PLAYING
TOHAVEYOUABOfiRD! GOD? ^\

DUKE,ITH0U6HT
YOU PRIDED YOURSELF ON TI6HT
! SECURITY HERE.
'-v V-^k.

\u n A*

IDO.tMA
PRIVATE MAN,
ANDREMI5ANPCAUWUS!
NHY90YOU
ASK?
,

mi, ESPECIALLY MY
OHJNIWU
HAVE TO DO
BETI&.THAN
THAT.ANPRBUS!

IASSURBYOU,
DUKE, YOUR MISSION
FORTHECOMimy
IS QUITE U1ITHIN1HE
SCOPE OF YOURCONSIDERABLE TALENTS.

ON OCCASION. SOME- * Wfif
w
TIMESITCANBBAN
*
AWESOMERS5P0NSI|iMij,
yfi4w?
BIUTY. REMEMBER.
THE tm, RECESSION?

DAMMIT,
MAN! I
HAVE TO
KHOUUHAT
IM GETT,W INTO!

ICAUSEV

IT.

DUKE, LETSJUSTSAY
THAT IF YOU SWEEP,
YOU MAYUEll ALTER
THE ENTIRE COURSE
Of AMERICAN ECONOM/C HISTORY!

MB? THE

TWO WEEKS

mm^?

RApemjoRK.

^m
you

0

INHAT?

W

%k££Ls. "gg*/*-

3*0

"•■

THERE'S SOME
"
KJD DOWNTHERE
B1Y0URSTREAM. 0H UO'
HESGOTAGUI- figfr
TAR.. \

**S!S/

MINUml •

*

0JT ISNTTHAT... GOD.HOU
/ ft , ^ /
EM8ARm
*
RASSNG!

„„
0L,
Off!
/

DWElWtfVB
GOTJOHNDENmiNYOUR.
BACKYARD!

IV LIKE TO
EXPLAIN.
SEE.dOTH
THEDOBBRMANSARB
ATWEVETS-

PUFF: Thanks for the taxi
service. You could always
borrow mine (if ever fixed)
when yours dies, but I've run
out of spare tires. You're my
favorite DJ even though I
never hear you on the air.
GINER
BAD NEWS B: How'd you
ever get the honor of
Wednesday productions
again? Can't be loyalty. It's
appreciated, but we're better
off putting our talents to work
drinking beer. GERN
EX-SNAKE — Please stay ex
ed and I'll be your F.L.E.&O.
forever. Thanx for being here
this weekend, I need you!!!
"Not too far from reality.."
seems like forever, but
someday. I miss you already
and you haven't even come
and gone yet. Love-Mongoose.
JOELLE: Welcome home.
P.T. awaits you and your
roomie is getting skinny.
Colorado in your boots is
dandy but there's no place like
home. OMELETTE LOVE*
OUNCE: See, I followed in
your managing footsteps
afterall. We still have the
Miller can, but I'm thinking of
installing it on a pedestal in
the new library addition.
Some geek will probably end
up drinking it anyway.
SUMMER M.E.
MOM AND POP: Don't be
alarmed that I'm managing
editor. We no longer work late
nights. School's okay, but the
Bahamas has got to be better.
DAUGHTER
MOOSEBREATH: Harass
your friends and they will
return toihed "light" on your
dim and sordid past! 8 for 15.

For Rent
FOR RENT: Refrigerator for
your room. Keep things cool
for the summer or for the
regular school year. Call 4332591. Rockingham Rent-All
Inc.
STEREO equipment.
Discount on over 40 brands.
Full warranty and free set up
and service. Call Bob, 4346696.

The Valley Window:

The downtown with a difference
By MAUREEN RILEV
Downtown
In Harrisonburg,
it's
frustrating traffic jams,
florescent orange ''men
working" signs and annoying
overhead utility lines.
An hour away, in Lexington,
downtown is made up of treelined streets with bricked
sidewalks that complement
historic homes and a noted
absence of utility wires.
However, Lexington, wellknown for its connection with
Stonewall Jackson and Robert
E. Lee, is more than just an
historic town.
Unlike other old towns such
as Williamsburg, Lexington is
a "living, working community
with a strong sense of
appreciation of tradition and
heritage," according to Peter
Goss, director of the
Lexington department of
visitor relations.
"It's just twentieth-century
people living in a 19th century
atmosphere," he said.
And the historic atmosphere
is hard to ignore.
Lexington has stores and
businesses, but amidst these
common downtown features
are 23 historic buildings that
have been restored to reflect
200 years of architectural
achievement.
The oldest of the structures
dates back to 1797, and the
"youngest" was built in 1884.
The buildings are located on
a 16-block residential walking
tour mapped out by the
Lexington department of
visitor relations.
The
structures
are
privately-owned, so the tour
does not include viewing the
buildings' interiors. However,
a leisurely walk past them
makes one appreciate the
history of architecture in
America.
The visitor center is near
the start of the tour, on
Washington Street. There,
guides will give you a map of
the tour and answer any
questions.
After that you're on your
own, and you can take time to
study and compare the
buildings' exteriors.
Of the 23 buildings, three in
particular reflect surprisingly
different < designs
and
architectural features.
Also, an interesting group of
homes, called "Godwin's
Row," built in 1884, make
Lexington's first -housing
development. BaTge boards,
turrets and scroll work on the

Downtown Lexington. This

photograph was probably taken about 1890.

houses place them in the
Victorian period.
Stately columns provide a
prominent entrance to the
Beaumont home on Lee
Avenue. It was probably built
about 1824 by the owner and
his business partner, both
active local builders in
Lexington in the 1820s.

They are also responsible
for constructing the center
building at Washington and
Lee University.
A Gothic-style cottage, the
Presbyterian Manse, was
built in 1848 using, in part,
bricks from a 1797 church.
Finally, the Castle, which
looks nothing like what the
name implies, was built in the

1790s and has been used as law
offices, a blacksmith shop and
a boarding house in the years
since.
Currently the building, now
named "Hale Houston's
Castle", has been restored to
a lodging and business place.
The residential walking tour
is only one of the three

historical tours Lexington
offers. The other two, the LeeJackson and VMI Marshall,
take the visitor to the sights
that have made Lexington
famous.
Although the residential
walking tour is not as wellknown as the other two, it still
provides a fascinating and
different way to view 19th-

Western Steer
Family

STEAKK0USS
V,

•;

areas largest salad bar -over 36 items

route 33 east

Photo courttiy Historic
Vistor Center

century living in a downtown
atmosphere which is a
historic, yet functional.
All in all, Lexington is quite

Lmlnoton

a difference from down town
Harrisonburg and well worth
the trip for a change of
scenery.

DISCOUNT
On your Haircut
when you
bring this Ad to Full Tilt
during the month
of June.
Call for Appointment.
434-1010
*

fULL^
HMcCUTTEK
51 i. court square, harrisonburg, va. 22801

